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© Copyright 2017 JJ Fast Publishing. All Rights Reserved. This guide may not be reproduced or 
transmitted in any form without the written permission of the publisher. Every effort has been 
made to make this guide as complete and accurate as possible. Although the author and 
publisher have prepared this guide with the greatest of care, and have made every effort to 
ensure the accuracy, we assume no responsibility or liability for errors, inaccuracies or 
omissions. Before you begin, check with the appropriate authorities to insure compliance with 
all laws and regulations. 

Every effort has been made to make this report as complete and accurate as possible. However, 
there may be mistakes in typography or content. Also, this report contains information on 
online marketing and technology only up to the publishing date. Therefore, this report should 
be used as a guide – not as the ultimate source of Internet marketing information. 

The purpose of this report is to educate. The author and publisher does not warrant that the 
information contained in this report is fully complete and shall not be responsible for any errors 
or omissions. The author and publisher shall have neither liability nor responsibility to any 
person or entity with respect to any loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or 
indirectly by this report, nor do we make any claims or promises of your ability to generate 
income by using any of this information.  
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Introduction 
 

 

Welcome to today’s exclusive training session!  What you are about to learn is going to totally 

blow you away!  If you are serious about moving forward in your business, then it’s going to be 

extremely advantageous for you to review this material. Jay Cruiz, the original presenter of this 

information, says that his mentor always told him, “You should never be settled.  You should 

always be moving forward, with a big smile on your face.”  So, if you are not happy, and you are 

looking for a full-fledged business model, then keep reading through this material. 

You are about to learn a three-step method that has brought Jay Cruiz success, as well as many 

others.  He claims that there’s nothing else out there like this system, and by the time you have 

reached the end of this material, he thinks that you’ll agree.  Right now, you might be pushing 

out Facebook pages, eBooks, eProducts, eCommerce stores, Amazon products, etc.  It’s great 

that you have things set up for your business like this, but none of that matters if you don’t 

have the traffic that you need. 

What you discover today is going to change the way that you go about getting traffic from now 

on.  First things first, if you look at the screenshot above, you can see that you are right in the 

middle of being in the right place, at the right time, and with the right people.  You probably 

know by now that timing is everything in life, and that’s why that aspect of this equation is the 

most important.   

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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Things are changing in such a unique way at the moment, especially when it comes to how 

people get their traffic.  This particular system works in conjunction with Google’s strategy, 

which is a vital element of this system as well.  You don’t have to worry about pulling the wool 

over Google’s eyes anymore, or taking tricky shortcuts.  Google has developed one of the most 

powerful systems in the world, and therefore, it’s wise to work with them, not against them 

when it comes to getting traffic.   

Furthermore, by using the system being shown to you today, you are going to be able to get the 

right kind of traffic for your business, which is targeted traffic that converts.  Once you open 

this tap, you’re going to completely see major changes happen in your business.  Not only are 

you going to learn how to gain traffic that makes a difference in your business, you are about to 

find out how to use a business model that can help you to create a six-figure business, even if 

you are starting from scratch.  That’s the promise of today’s presentation. 

At the end of the presentation, after everything you need to know about this system is 

explained thoroughly, you are going to have the opportunity to take advantage of a special 

offer.  What’s going to be offered is something that can maximize your efficiency, you profits, 

and take your business to another level.  Please understand that even though everything has 

been broken down for you to take advantage of in the simplest way possible, the system you 

are about to learn more about does take work.  If you are prepared to step up and take action, 

all of this will work for you. 

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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The screenshot above contains a picture of Mr. Warren Buffet, and a quote from him stating, 

“It’s not necessary to do extraordinary things to get extraordinary results.  There seems to be 

some perverse human characteristic that likes to make easy things difficult.  Risk comes from 

not knowing what you are doing.  Opportunities come infrequently.  When it rains gold, put out 

the bucket, not the thimble.”  What this man is saying is really very, very simple. It’s the fact 

that, “Simplicity is the key to brilliance,” as Jay puts it. 

What you take away from this presentation and what you leave behind is completely within 

your own hands.  Jay believes that if you are reviewing this material right now, it means you are 

here for a reason.  If you would rather just stick with what you are currently doing and not try 

to take action, then perhaps you shouldn’t move on to the next section.  However, if you want 

to see how amazing improvements can be made to your business by using simple methods, and 

what this has done for Jay as well as many other entrepreneurs, then let’s keep going. 

 

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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Breakout! 
 

If you’ve spent any amount of time trying to build a business online, then it’s likely that you’ve 

already felt the frustration that comes along with it and you’ve probably tried lots and lots of 

things that haven’t worked.  In fact, you might feel a bit like the guy in the screenshot below 

who has been trying to move in the right directions, but to no avail!  If you’re experiencing this 

at the moment, you are going to have a chance to break out of that cycle today. 

 

Maybe you’ve made some small but perpetual progress, or you have had some successes but 

would like to really scale things up.  Maybe you are just currently looking for a real business 

model that truly works.  As previously stated, what you are going to learn a three-step method 

that has been proven to work, and it’s the simplicity of this system that makes it so incredibly 

useful.   

As the saying goes, “If you always do what you’ve always done, you are always going to get 

what you have always got.”  This system has worked for many people in the past, and it can 

work for you too, if you are willing to put in the required amount of effort and not 

overcomplicate things.  You are about to be presented a 7-day challenge that can absolutely 

change your life, if you choose to accept it.  You’ll find out more about this in just a moment.  

For now, take a look at the screenshot below. 

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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You probably know that Michael Keaton recently played Ray Kroc, who was the creator of the 

McDonald’s corporation, in the movie The Founder.  The business model that Ray used was 

incredible, but it was also very straightforward.  As was pointed out in the previous section, 

sometimes we have to fight our own minds to simplify things because we don’t believe that we 

can build great things using only easy methods. Ray Kroc proved that this wasn’t the case at all.  

He built one of the biggest brands in existence with one of the most uncomplicated systems. 

Many businesses are successfully following the same fundamental principles of that system 

today.  The information found herein is going to provide you with the simple steps you need to 

take to create a business model that has been proven to work as well.   

You are about to be given a system that will allow you to get traffic to your own books, 

products, and services that you’re offering like never before, and you can use this system to get 

the results you want in whatever you are doing online.  However, it will also be pointed out that 

one of the quickest ways to generate recurring monthly income with this traffic is with local 

marketing.  You’ll see why this is once it has been explained.  Additionally, you are going to be 

given a blueprint for growing a 6-figure a year agency, and you can do this even if you don’t 

want to meet with clients face to face. 

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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When Jay says, “Front-page domination,” that’s exactly what he means.  This can be created by 

a unique method that most people don’t know exists, and Google is rewarding it.  Jay Cruiz and 

Chris Munch are business partners.  They are both shown in the pictures above.  In the picture 

to the top-left, Chris is the one on the left and Jay is the one on the right.  According to Jay, 

Chris is the brains of their operation.  He has a genius mind for putting together systems that 

people can easily follow. 

Jay and Chris have both been able to do some incredibly cool stuff as a result of the system they 

built and implemented.  They feel like they have almost perfected their system at this point, 

and as a result, they’ve helped many other people change their lives.  Now, Jay is working 

towards growing their sales team in London, and both of these gentlemen work together on a 

daily basis to help other business owners grow the amount of traffic and sales that they get. 

If you are reviewing this material, it’s likely that you want to get more traffic to your offers.  

That’s the overall objective of any business, and according to Jay, traffic comes from authority.  

Just imagine that you were able to knock on Google’s door.  Suddenly, Google opens the door 

and looks you up and down.  What you would want to happen, at that point, is for Google to 

say, “Hey man, you’re an authority.  Absolutely, come in and hang out.  Hang your coat up and 

have a drink.”  That would be the best case scenario, right? 

You wouldn’t want Google to open the door, look you up and down, and not recognize you as 

an authority.  This presentation is really all about getting that authority.  That way, you’ll be 

able to rank multiple pages, websites, and offers.  You want to reach the tipping point, where 

you aren’t having to climb uphill anymore and everything becomes much, much easier. 

 

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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Page 1 Google Rankings Explained 
 

What would you say is the biggest ranking factor when it comes to Google?  The biggest reason 

why Google would want to rank you right now, and the biggest indicator that they should, is 

your brand.  Everything comes down to brands because this is the direction that Google is 

headed. If you think about it, when you do a Google search, more often than not, people are 

searching for brands.  This leaves you with two options: 

1. Build your own brand – Brand equals authority.  That’s how this whole game works.  If 

you have your own brand, Google will start giving you recognition and respect almost 

instantaneously. 

2. Leverage existing authority brands – You’ll want to leverage existing brands that Google 

loves and respects because these are brands that Google wants to send traffic to. 

From this lesson, you are going to learn how you can leverage 300+ authority brands, and as 

you might imagine, this can have a massive impact on the success of your business.  Jay points 

out again the fact that, “Brand equals authority, and authority equals traffic.”  Keep that in 

mind as you move through the remainder of this training. 

Another aspect of this system that’s important to understand is that you need to build a 

machine and not become a tool within one.  A lot of entrepreneurs think that they are free 

because they run their own businesses, but for many of them, that’s just not the case.  Jay 

wants you to be able to build a business without having to be one of its employees.   

You learned earlier about Ray Kroc.  One of the reasons why he was so successful was because 

he mastered the art of the production line, which is something that Henry Ford introduced to 

all of us.  You are essentially going to do the same. There’s absolutely no reason for you to do 

menial tasks within your own business.  This keeps you from being able to back up and see the 

whole production line and then strategize and scale your business. 

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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You need to build a machine that works for you, and not the other way around.  Of course, a 

rise in traffic needs to be part of what that machine does for you.  There’s an even bigger 

opportunity for you to consider as well.  If you look at the screenshot above, you’ll see that 

there are three little guys standing there, and the ones on the outside are looking towards the 

red guy in the middle.  This is the middleman. 

Would you say that Uber is a successful company?  Absolutely.  It’s easily the biggest taxi 

company in history, and they don’t own a single cab.  What about Airbnb?  This is the biggest 

accommodations leader in the history of this planet, and they don’t own a single hotel.  Now, 

think about high-profile sports agents.  They don’t have to make that massive dunk in the finals 

or get a touchdown.  They don’t have to train for it, or sweat and bleed for their success.  All of 

these are examples of business leaders that have master the art of becoming a success as the 

middleman. 

This is how people are making serious money in this new age.  They are connecting services 

with customers and moving forward.  Think about that.  This is what you’ll be learning how to 

do today as well.  You can get paid recurring income in this way as well, but you have to start 

pushing forward and gaining momentum to make this work for you.   

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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We’ve talked about becoming an authority, and there are two ways to go about doing so.  First, 

there’s a traditional SEO strategy that you can use, and this is demonstrated above.  No matter 

where you are from or what type of business you have, it always comes down to SEO traffic in 

one way or another.  Any successful SEO strategy includes the following elements: 

● Strategy 

● Links Building 

● Social Network 

● Website Optimization 

● Web Design 

● Traffic 

● Sitemap optimization 

● Software development 

● Feedback 

● Keyword research 

● Ranking 

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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● Content 

Obviously, there’s a lot involved, and that’s probably why most people fail.  Now look at the 

screenshot below.  This is the second strategy Chris and Jay have for gaining authority.  As you 

can see, their SkyRanker program’s logo is right in the center of all of these different authority 

brands.  Imagine that this SkyRanker logo was a button that you could press, and upon pressing 

it, you could immediately leverage hundreds of authority brands.  This includes some huge 

brands like: 

● Fox News 

● Google News 

● Bing 

● ABC News 

 

You can leverage over three hundred brands with SkyRanker.  This is huge!  Remember, 

authority is the key to getting the traffic that you need.  Now you will be able to gain the 

authority you need and gain traffic to your websites, offers, eBooks, or whatever else you are 

trying to push out there. 

Which strategy would you prefer?  Strategy #1 or #2?  It really should go without saying that 

Strategy #2 would be a lot easier to implement.  For a moment, think about why you chose to 

become an author or get your product out there for the world to see.  When it comes to 

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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authors, most would say that their life purpose is for their books to be read.  It’s essentially the 

same for product owners.  They want their products to reach people.   

 

In either case, most authors and product owners want to produce works that help people.  

Therefore, isn’t it your duty to become enough of an authority that you can actually reach the 

people that you want to help?  The screenshot above shows what Jay refers to as “A Wall of 

Authority”.  You are going to learn how to create your own wall of authority just like this and 

how to leverage top brands in this way.  That way, as you are selling products and services 

you’ll have the platform to be heard, and you’ll be able to sell more and help more people.  

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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Building Your Wall 
 

You can “build your own wall” of rankings and authority one Google Page 1 listing at a time by 

leveraging all of the major brands that have already been pointed out.  While this is all 

happening, you can move on to create more products and continue to scale your business.  For 

example, you could write more books, prepare them to launch, strategize campaigns, and grow 

your book series.  You see, by doing this you will no longer be a tool within your business.  

Instead, you can focus on making it better and generating more profits. 

 

 

At this point, you may be wondering how these brands are actually leveraged.  Think about 

doing a Google search on your phone, calling businesses, and so forth.  What happens?  Google 

picks up on absolutely everything that you’re doing.  If you didn’t realize this, it’s good that you 

do now.  Google stores all of this information, crushes it into data, and utilizes it in one way or 

another.  How do you think Google can provide so much information on local businesses, and 

traffic to them, and so forth?  It does so by accessing people searches and the activity made on 

their mobile devices. 

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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The screenshot above gives some insight on how Jay and Chris’ system works.  They call this 

“Cerebral SEO”.  This may look a bit complicated, but it’s actually very simple.  If you leverage 

various brands, and Google sees that a business is being covered by authority sites, then you 

get better exposure.  As more people start visiting your sites, they make more phone calls, they 

walk into physical locations more often, they leave more reviews, and they make mention your 

brands more regularly.  Then, you get brand searches, and the cycle continues. 

The more people who see a brand and search for it on Google, the more regularly they click 

through and make a purchase.  All of this feeds into the “Cerebral SEO” cycle because Google 

rewards those brands further, but it all starts by getting ranked quickly and building up a wall of 

authority.  As you demonstrated in the last section, Jay and Chris’ system are causing their 

clients and students’ pages to rank quickly on Google for targeted keywords.  This is how you 

can literally force Google to give a better ranking to your eBooks, or ecommerce products, 

Facebook pages, niche blogs, information products, or whatever else you may be pushing out 

into the world. 

All of this results in floods of free traffic and sales, and this works for anything.  Imagine that 

you were poking holes in a dam every time you got better rankings and built more authority, 

and then as more people visited your pages you got more calls and visits.  Every time something 

like that happens, it leaves another hole in that damn for streams of income to trickle through.  

Well, what would happen if these holes kept appearing?  Eventually, the structure is going to 

collapse, and there’s going to be a huge influx of water rushing through, right?  This massive, 

transformative power is what changes businesses and people’s lives. 

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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Once you get the traffic that you need for one niche, you can move on to the next one.  It does 

take time and effort to do this, but again, this can all be done for you, if you so choose.  Jay calls 

this “Red Pill Traffic” because once you realize how to leverage brands as well as how to stack 

long-tail rankings using the platform, and once you understand how Google responds, there is 

no turning back.  Most PR firms refuse to acknowledge that it’s this simple because it 

undermines their massive fees. 

Of course, it’s great to dominate Page 1 of Google promoting your own books, products, and 

services…however, perhaps the biggest opportunity right now for making money is in local 

business marketing.  Jay pointed out another case study during his presentation, which he 

called the “Physio Dynamix Case Study”.  He said that he has an aunt that he loves dearly, but 

she had been suffering from a debilitating form of arthritis.  All of the sudden, one day, she was 

walking around freely without pain.  He wanted to know how this was possible, and she told 

him that she had been seeing a physiotherapist.  This inspired Jay to call them up. 

When Jay contacted the physiotherapist, he asked them, “What kind of customers would you 

like?”  Upon receiving an answer, he put out a piece of content targeting those specific types of 

customers, and since the pages they were promoting were receiving great rankings overnight, 

the physiotherapist was amazed.  He signed a contract with Jay immediately and paid him $700 

for the service.  The results he was able to get for this business is shown in the screenshot 

below. 

 

Jay wasn’t even into the local market back then.  He had been figuring out how to get traffic to 

sites at that time, but they cracked it.  It didn’t take long for them to figure out that if they 

could show these types of results to businesses, they could make astounding amounts of 

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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profits.  There are tons of businesses in every community that can help people solve their 

problems, and they need regular clientele as well.   

If you are able to show them the results that they are looking for and help more people in the 

process, why wouldn’t you?  Obviously, with a system like this at your fingertips, you could 

stack up clients, worth $700 a month or more, very easily. While you are doing your eBook 

stuff, or your ecommerce stuff, or whatever other projects you may be working on, why not 

have an extra $700 a month or more by helping your local business receive more traffic and 

customers?  Just think, that’s one client.  If you had two, that would be an extra $1,400 a 

month, and so forth. 

 

Look at the results shown above.  Imagine showing this to a potential client.  You also have to 

understand that this business builds on itself, and happy clients add up to even more repetitive 

clients.  One student of Jay and Chris’ was able to close $75,000 worth of deals in six weeks, and 

that’s because he took action.  He just went out there, showed some screenshots such as the 

one above, and got paid. 

You can see that the pages shown above are ranking for, “wrist golf injury slough”.  The ones in 

the screenshot below are ranking for, “golf injury treatment slough”.  In this case, four of this 

client’s pages are ranking.  The keywords they were able to rank for included: 

● Sciatica pain slough 

● Injury massage slough 

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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● Hamstring treatment slough 

● Hamstring therapy slough 

● Sciatica therapy slough 

● Sciatica treatment slough 

● Sciatica message slough 

● Hamstring message slough 

● Sciatica injury slough 

● And more! 

 

Jay compares this to being a sniper because you have targeted keywords that keep stacking up 

over time.  When it comes to the Physio Dynamix, Jay ended up getting this business into the 

map pack on Google.  This is shown above.  He says that it took them about four months to do 

this, but they had just been running one campaign for them each month.  Once they were in 

this box, however, they reached just under half a million in revenue for the year.  Essentially, 

the team doubled and tripled their business. 

According to Jay, this physio clinic still has two listings on Page 1 of Google, and the business 

stayed in the 3-pack for two and a half years. It’s just now dropping off, in fact.  It’s not just Jay, 

Chris, and there team that have been able to accomplish these types of feats.  One student of 

theirs recently sent in the following message: 

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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“Just closed my first PR client!  He took me up on a 7 day trial for $100 with a 

money back guarantee.  He was thrilled to see his business on Google and 

popular local news sites.  He signed on for a PR/Rep Management package for 

$699/month + $400 set up fee.  He owns 2 other businesses as well and said that 

if my results are as good as he thinks they will be that he will sign up all 3 

businesses.  NEXT!!!” 

- Scott An Teri Little 

 

Another such testimonial is shared below.  It states: 

“Happy to say I launched a PR for a real estate client in NYC.  Just searched and 

it’s still in top 3 on news for New York City Office Space.  Provided that one for 

free, client saw result and bought 12.” 

- Edward J. Winslow 

In the comments box within this post, Edward continues by saying: 

“This week we published another PR for Real Estate Agent.  This time we 

targeted with headline NYC Office Space for Rent on Wall Street.  Client moved 

to #5 in map pack from maybe #20.  They look to be solidly in the #2 spot for 

New Your City Office Space for Rent 3 Pack.  So NYC and New York City versions 

are responding well to PR’s in ultra competitive local market.  Also… posted PR 

#2 for a local dentist. After 2nd PR moved up nicely to #2 in 3 pack and 

immediately got 3 new patients.” 

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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If you are an author, writer, or info-product creator, you’re going to love this next message.  

That’s because the man who left this message was in the business of selling eBooks and e-

products.  Here’s what he had to say: 

 

 

http://yesitsfor.me/jay1
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Some “Real Life” Case Studies 
 

 

What happens when you leverage this kind of authority?  You get results like the one shown 

above.  In 30 minutes, this person was able to rank on the front page of Google, and this was 

for something as competitive as dog videos.  There was 198 million competing results in this 

case.  Think of how much you could sell and how much you can make if you could leverage your 

product in the way and reach the top of the Google results in just 30 minutes. 

Jay Boyer also asked Jay and the SkyRanker team to set up some actual user case studies THIS 

WEEK for his subscribers, to illustrate just how quickly they can get results with this system.  

Here are some of the results: starting with the screenshot below.  This is showing the results for 

an online store selling guitars and related products.  If you are selling anything online, whether 

it’s products, or services, or whatever it might be, this is huge!  This is especially true for people 

selling Amazon products and eBooks.  In this case, the store got its ranking within 8 hours of 

putting it up.  The ranking will last 2-7 days, and it gets 110,000 searches per month, and all of 

that from just five minutes worth of work! 
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This is a game changer!  Imagine getting that much traffic.  If you were just to convert 1% of 

that traffic a day, you would be making some serious cash.  Again, this ranking dropped off 

within 2-7 days, which is quite fast, but even if that happens, you can do all kinds of business in 

that time.  There’s no promise that this system is going to make a celebrity out of you over 

night, but what does happen is you get tons and tons of traffic. 

The next screenshot below shows an example of the enormous growth that can occur to a 

business.  This is an ecom case study.  This individual used Jay and Chris’ method just to test it 

out.  In the graph, you can see where they started testing this new strategy, and within 11 

months they were making over $11,000 per day.  Isn’t that incredible? 
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Even if you are doing eBooks or selling products on Amazon, you can absolutely kill it with this 

method.  When you are launching products and services, you should always do it properly or 

don’t do it at all.  Every single launch should utilize a system like you are being shown today.  

Everyone who is successful at selling stuff online knows the power of smart campaigning. 

During his live presentation, Jay checked the results of some of his clients live on Google.  The 

first keyword he typed in was “webinar sales expert B2C,” and his client’s page was the first 

page listed in the results.  This is demonstrated below.  If you look closely, it says “Jay Boyer” in 

the page’s description.  This ranking occurred in just one day!   
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The next keyword he tried was, “webinar sales expert B2C report,” and once again, the page 

appeared at the top of the Google results.  If you had this kind of exposure, you could do pretty 

much whatever you wanted with it.  Jay also searched for “webinar sales expert B2C 

strategies”.  This time, Jay’s page was the second one listed, underneath a paid ad.  Finally, Jay 

searched for, “webinar sales B2C secrets”.  Once again, Jay Boyer’s page was listed first. 

Let’s say that you wanted to make some recurring income on the side.  You could use this 

system for that as well.  Another keyword that Jay used was “Vaughan google search expert”.  

This was for a local business that has used Chris and Jay’s system.  They listed it one day ago, 

and the business was already at the top of the search results, as you can see in the screenshot 

below.  You may notice that the URL shows the team is leveraging a huge authority site called 

MarketersMedia.com, and that’s causing this business to outrank all of their competition. 
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One way that you could make money with this system easily is just show a client you are trying 

to close how you can do this.  If you were to show someone who was thinking about doing 

business with you results like this, you’d close that deal immediately.  For these types of results, 

businesses will typically pay $700 - $1,000 a month, and that’s recurring income.  Anyone who 

has ever tried to do this knows that this isn’t easy.  In fact, during the live presentation of this 

material, an audience member pointed out that he had been studying how to rank on Google 

for five years, and he was very impressed.   

Businesses are stunned when they see these kinds of results, and they want to pay you money 

because they want more customers.  You have a system that allows you to get them to the 

front page of Google in almost no time at all.  When you show them these results, that’s all they 

want to see.  You can build trust with them instantly because all they care about is what you 

can do for them. 

Jay also tried the keyword, “Vaughan local marketing expert”.  This time the page ranked third, 

but it was still on the front page, and it only took one day to get it ranking for the keyword.  It 

was ranked first for the keyword, “Vaughan local search services,” and that was with 

14,000,000 competing results.   

Another keyword Jay tried was, “Costa Mesa portrait photography specialist,” and it came up at 

the top of the results as well.  If you were a photographer in Costa Mesa, this would bring about 

incredible results for your business.  This system doesn’t only work for local businesses, 

however.   
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Jay also looked up, “red procella golf umbrella,” which is a fairly new ecommerce product.  You 

want customers who are looking for exactly what they want, by the way, because someone 

who just searches the term “umbrella” may visit your page but not buy because the product 

isn’t exactly what they are looking for.  You want highly targeted traffic coming to your pages 

because you want people to find exactly what they are looking for and buy it from you.  In this 

case, the page came up second on the Google rankings, but it was still on the first page, and it 

only took 14 hours to get it there. 

 

Let’s say that you typed in “teddy shakes gel pens”.  This is an ecom product, which sells on 

Amazon.  The first result to come up when you search for this is an Amazon listing, and that’s 

perfectly normal, but this product also comes in second in the results.  That’s because of the 

Skyranker software.  In fact, this was true all of the results shown on that page. So, basically, 

the company that produces these pens owns the entire first page of results.  This is shown in 

the screenshot above. 

Imagine if your product took up the first page of the Google results for keywords that people 

would search for to find your product.  This could be product, your service, and your brand.  Jay 

also points out that when people search for Amazon products, they are looking at the review 

rankings.  That means when they see your product or brand name they are going to do a 

Google search on your product.  Make no mistake about it.  When they do, what are they going 

to find?   

Jay recommends Googling your product to find out what people are going to see.  When it 

comes to the owners of these gel pens, these guys are covered.  That’s because they have done 
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campaign after campaign and dominated the Google results.  It’s an absolute wall of authority 

that no one can touch, and that’s what makes this system so incredible. 

Right now, you might be wondering, “Yeah, but doesn’t something like this take time and a lot 

of effort?”  That could be right, but you have to appreciate the fact that people pay thousands 

of dollars just to have one well-ranked page.  You just saw a whole page of results that a 

business was able to dominate.  Now, what if this wall could be built for you and all you had to 

do is hit the “on” button?  Then, what if you wanted another one, and you could just hit the 

“on” button for that too?  You could just keep continuing on and on and it would all be done for 

you on autopilot. 
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What Makes SkyRanker So Different? 
 

 

SkyRanker uses this Press Cable distribution.  You could do it the traditional way, which is to 

write a 300-word article.  Instead, you can use SkyRanker’s content software.  This is shown 

above.  All you do is choose a template.  So, whether you’ve got a new blog post, a review of an 

affiliate product, or you’ve got a new product out, or you’re working through Amazon, or even 

helping out a local client, the templates are in the software and more is being added all the 

time.   

If you want traffic from Google, doing a press release is really a mandatory thing.  However, you 

can’t do a press release through just any distribution channel because if you don’t get on those 

high-authority news sites, Google isn’t going to pay attention.  On the other hand, if you do get 

on one of those news sites, you’ll be up there with other big brands, and it’s going to make a lot 

of difference in the rankings that you can get.  You start out by filling out the following fields: 

 URL 

 Topic 

 Target Audience 
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 Company Name 

 Feature 1 

 Feature 2 

 Feature 3 

 Name of Person Providing Quote 

 Title of Person Providing Quote 

You fill out all of these fields so that SkyRanker can generate a press release for you.  Each 

template is going to request different types of information from you.  The answers that Jay 

typed in are shown in the screenshot below.  It only takes about a few minutes to fill all this 

out.  When you are done filling these fields out, simply click on the button at the bottom 

labeled ‘Show Me My PR’.  Almost instantaneously, your press release will be written for you. 

 

When your press release appears, you might need to change the headline because you’ll want 

to include your major keywords in it.   That’s how Jay can rank for so many different keywords; 

he adds them to his headlines.  There’s training in the member’s area on the best ways to go 

about this.  The training videos are short, but thoroughly explain what should be done.  Jay 

recommends going through them a couple of times. 
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The cool thing about all of this is that you fill out a form, and your press release is written for 

you in seconds.  Once it is generated, you might quickly proof read it to make sure it’s 

everything you want it to be, and if there was something in it that you didn’t like, you could 

quickly edit it.  The point is that it’s almost ready to go, and you don’t have to spend the time 

writing it all out yourself.  After checking it, if you are happy with it, you can simply go through 

and submit it.  You can get this content out really fast, which is extremely powerful because the 

more you can get out there, the more you are going to make. 

This is something that you can devote a little time to a couple of times a week and you’re not 

going to get overwhelmed by it.  Even though it doesn’t take very much time, the result is traffic 

that you can profit immensely from if you use this system optimally.  Jay has been doing this 

since 2008.  Six years later, he is still doing it and sharing his secrets with you because it works 

so well.  He hasn’t even covered some of the more powerful stuff.  It’s just crazy what sorts of 

numbers you can get when you target traffic with your keywords. This is covered in the training 

as well. 
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How the Skyranker System Works 
 

 

If you would like to know how the team is getting these articles on major brand websites, they 

are using press releases, but not in a way that you’ve ever seen before.  They are really focusing 

on ecommerce, Facebook pages, and so on, and they are getting traffic in a way that no one has 

ever done so before.  Also, they are picking up clients in the local space like no one has ever 

gotten before. 

The secret to all of this is an incredible piece of software.  It took the team a long time to put 

together, and they invested hundreds of thousands of dollars into it.  The first thing you do is 

choose a template from PressCable’s PR writing software.  This is demonstrated in the 

screenshot below.  This even includes a template that was created just for book launches.  If 

you are writing eBooks or creating other types of digital info-products, this template is perfect 

for you. 
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When you create a template, you’ll simply spend a couple of minutes filling out some fields.  

This is mind-numbingly easy to do.  All of the information you provide is spun into a press 

release by the software.  The link to your product, site, Facebook page, etc, will be provided 

within this article.  This is going to provide you with the traffic you need to get your message 

out there and your products sold. 

When you finish creating your press release, you hit “Submit,” and it will go to hundreds of 

authority sites.  Actually, it’s guaranteed that it will reach over 300 of them.  Again, you can also 

use this to gain trust and make agreements with local businesses.  Further, you can even link 

this to your listings on Amazon. 
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The team has also put together a PDF to help their students succeed anymore.  If you look at 

the screenshot above, you’ll see that it’s a step-by-step strategy for using these press releases 

for book and product launches.  This document is only about two pages long.  So, this strategy 

is very precise, simple, and easy to implement.   

The document recommends that you use one press release a week for your launch, and then on 

the release date you do another press release to pump up your traffic.  You do a press release 

one week after the launch.  After that, you should do one press release each month to follow.  
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PRWeb is probably Skyranker’s biggest competitors, and they charge $369 for a single press 

release.  That’s not for 10 or 15; it’s just for 1, and you would have to get your article written.  

They do not have the software to do this.  PRWeb is one of the biggest online distributor of 

press releases, and people pay this heavy fee because press releases work to get traffic and 

eyes on an offer.  Local businesses are typically charged between $1,000 and $5,000 for these 

types of services. 

Not only do you get a better price for your press releases when you use Skyranker, but you are 

going to get access to a business model that works.  There are 14,000,000,000 English-speaking 

businesses around the world, so there’s no lack of opportunity there. This business model is 

easily worth $10,000 in itself.  Whether you are trying to build a recurring income, or trying to 

build that wall of authority, or just trying to sell your own products or services, Skyranker is 

what you need. 

 

The Skyranker team wants you to succeed.  After all, the more offers you sell and the more 

businesses you promote, the better distribution deals they can go out and make.  They get 

more case studies, and word of mouth will spread, so everyone wins.  Again, you only have to 

follow three steps to be successful with the local business model.  The steps are: 

1. Find local businesses in the right niche 

2. Contact them with your killer offer and lock in clients 

3. Get paid $500-$1,000/mo per client and use the Skyranker “Zero Fulfillment” marketing 

method to 2-3x your customer leads for businesses 
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If you can get just one client a month, you can create a $72,000/ year business, and by year 

two, you could potentially be making $144,000/yr with this business model just by continuing 

to add one client per month.  You can do this as a side business, as you publish and promote 

your own products, or you can focus in and really make a killing with this particular business 

model.   

 

What do you think?  Do you think you could get at least one client per month if you were 

shown exactly how to do it?  This could be life-changing for you, but even if you just made a 

portion of the money being suggested, what would that do for you?  Would it help pay for your 

mortgage, your car payment, or maybe putting your kids through college?  Remember, you are 

being given this business model, being shown how to use it, and you can fulfill this promise to 

local business with little or no work on your part.   

What if you could get access to the Skyranker press release platform at such a small price that it 

would pay for itself in no time at all?  What if you were given a small challenge today that 

would allow you to pay for your investment within the next 7 days?  The challenge is simple.  

Chris and Jay will motivate you and help you to accomplish it.  They want to assist you in gaining 

your first $1,000 per month client within the next 7 days, and whether you want to scale up 

from there is entirely up to you. 

This system is proven to work, and people are currently using this to explode the results that 

businesses are getting.  Plus, they are getting their own products off the ground and launching 

them properly with this system.  If you are prepared to do the work and follow the training, Jay 

and Chris are willing to guarantee that you will get your first paying client within 30 days or 
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you’ll get your money back.  So, not only do you have a method that will explode your traffic 

right now, but you can be gaining recurring revenue on the side as well, if you are prepared to 

step up. 

 

You can have access to the Skyranker platform for less than a 10th of the price of what PRWeb is 

charging, and Skyranker offers much better distribution.  On top of that, you’ll also receive an 

entire business model, your releases will be generated for you, and you’re going to gain access 

to exclusive training that’s built to help ensure your success.  This special offer is being 

extended to you because you are a member of a very select group of people.  When you join 

today, you’re going to get: 

● Access to Skyranker’s “No Fulfillment” business model ($10,000 Value) 

● Bonus Press Release Campaigns Included at 90% Less than PRWeb for More Distribution 

($369+ per Press Release) 

● Bonus Done for You Fulfillment-Free PR Traffic Campaigns by Talented Highly Trained 

Writers ($199 per Campaign) 

● Keyword & Red Pill Traffic Course ($999 Value) 

● Client Getting Training to Identify Best Local Niches, Finding and Getting Paying Clients, 

and Success Stories & Case Studies ($1,999 Value) 

● Ongoing Access to Content Software, Monthly Client Getting & Traffic Training, and 

Facebook Mastermind Group ($999/yr Value) 
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This offer is very limited.  The Skyranker team is only giving this special discount to the first 50 

people to sign up, and you must accept the 7-day challenge, except you’ll actually be working 

on it each week for one month, and you’ll be guided through the process as well.  If you don’t 

want to do that, then you will be expected to follow the training at the very least.  Last but not 

least, to get this special discount, you must promise to email in and let the team know what you 

felt about your first campaign. 

 

The screenshot above breaks down how much this is all worth.  You have the opportunity to 

lock in your special rate right now.  Otherwise, when this offer closes down you’ll have to pay 

full price if you want entry into this program.  You’ll get the training and the creation software 

for life when you sign up, and no matter which package you choose, you’ll get the full training 

and entire business model.   

Also, take note that press releases don’t expire, ever!  The average cost of press releases is $35 

per release with this system.  That’s incredible. You can build your wall of authority, and you 

can get all of the traffic you’ve ever dreamed up.  Additionally, you’ll be able to show 

businesses the results you can get for them upfront, which will allow you to close them easily.  

Think about it.  People would be glad to pay thousands and thousands for this, and you’ll have 

it right at your fingertips! 

If you are ready to move forward with this system and start leveraging the incredible power of 

the SkyRanker system, you can get started right now courtesy of some special pricing packages 

available this weekend only (click on this link):  http://yesitsfor.me/jay1.  Go ahead and 
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head over to that page, pick a package that suits your needs, and you’ll be good to go.  There is 

a subscription option available as well, but it’s certainly not required.  So, jump in and start 

making things happen for yourself and your business today! 

The doors to SkyRanker been closed for quite some time, but you will have a chance to get 

access to the SkyRanker system and all of this training until the end of the weekend.  Jay has 

persuaded Jay & Chris to open the doors to new SkyRanker members this weekend at a very 

special price, and they agreed because  they’ve been friends since 2011.  Again, this is an 

extremely time-sensitive offer, and these special pricing packages are lower than current 

SkyRanker members are paying for this service.  In fact, the price will go up by nearly 500% on 

Monday.  That’s why it’s essential that you act now in order to lock in this one-time-only special 

pricing that Jay has secured for you until Sunday midnight, PST.   

Click here to get started right now:  http://yesitsfor.me/jay1 
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 3 Case Studies: Jay Boyer’s Amazing Results Using SkyRanker 
 

Please note that Jay Boyer is not simply endorsing SkyRanker without any idea of how well it 

works.  No way!  He’s  actually created some incredible results with this platform as well for 

years.   

But Jay wanted to make sure that you understood how quickly you can get Page 1 results for 

your own press releases.  And so recently, Jay set up some case studies of his own, promoting 3 

different types of products/pages: 

 An ASM-style” Amazon physical product of his… 

 A Kindle Ebook of his, and… 

 A niche blog  

Once again, within 24 hours Jay Cruiz informed Jay that not only were all 3 products ranking on 

Page 1 of Google for multiple keywords, but they were all the #1 organic search result!  Have a 

look: 

CASE STUDY A - #1 Google Ranking for an Amazon Physical Product PR 
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This case study was remarkable because of the fact that they were not only able to get the 

press release ranked #1 within 24 hours, but this is a very competitive keyword!  Why do I say 

that?   Well, just have a look at all of the ads that advertisers are paying for (in yellow) 

surrounding the two completely FREE listings that Jay has ranking #1 and #2 in the organic 

search.  What’s even more interesting is that Jay also reported that he saw an almost 20% spike 

in Best Seller Ranking and sales for this particular product this weekend…and while it’s 

impossible to directly correlate these press releases and Amazon product sales, bear in mind 

that this particular physical product is seasonal and sales typically don’t start heating up until 

late Spring. 

CASE STUDY B - #1 Google Ranking for a Kindle eBook Press Release 

 

For all the Kindle authors out there, Jay chose to promote one of his Kindle children’s books 

that has fallen down in the rankings over the last few months.  A single press release submitted 

to a news site via Skyranker resulted in a #1 ranking for multiple keywords related to the book 

(this example is for the keyword “reluctant reader strategy,” which has 783,000 competing web 

pages vying for this #1 spot!).  You can promote your Kindle ebooks in the very same way, and 

you can make it happen in less than 48 hours from right now!  But you must hurry, because Jay’ 

special SkyRanker discount will disappear at midnight on Sunday, February 8th (that’s tonight!).  

Click here to lock in your membership right now:  http://yesitsfor.me/jay1 
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CASE STUDY C - #2 Google Ranking for a Niche Blog Press Release  

 

And finally, just to prove that you can in fact get multiple Page 1 listing for just about anything 

under the sun, here’s a screenshot of Google search results for the keyword related to a niche 

blog of Jay’s (this press release links out directly to the home page of the blog).  As you can see, 

this top listing is outranking the incredibly popular “dog whisperer” Cesar Millan’s blog, and the 

ASPCA website.  Again, please not that this is just ONE dog=related keyword that this press 

release is being ranked for, and it’s also being picked up on multiple news sites.    

Needless to say, from their experience with this amazing traffic system, Jay recommends 

SkyRanker 100%, and will continue to use it moving forward in their own business to promote 

all of their Kindle ebooks, Amazon product, info-product launches, niche blogs, Facebook Fan 

Pages, webinars, and .  It works, the results are long-lasting, and it’s a fantastic way to drive free 

traffic from outside of Amazon directly to their product pages. 

Yes, SkyRanker is an incredibly powerful service, and gives you the ability to generate push-

button traffic to just about any web property, product, or page that you like.  However,  as 

previously mentioned, the price will be going up in just a matter of hours.  You’re getting in on 

the inside because you are friends and subscribers of Jay’s, but time is of the essence.  You 

must jump in before Sunday at midnight, PST before this disappears entirely and will no longer 

be available.   
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Click here to lock in this special “Jay Boyer Discount” (and his huge bonus package) while it’s 

still available:  http://yesitsfor.me/jay1 
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4 Ways to Make Money With the SkyRanker System 
 

You might already have an idea in mind about how you can profit from this software and 

training.  If not, here are a couple of suggestions for you: 

 

Strategy #1 – Make Money With Local Clients 

 

As previously discussed, you can use this system to make a profit with local clients as well.  

There’s a video in the member’s area, which goes into this.  There’s training on how to make a 

profit selling affiliate offers, CPA offers, and your own products as well.  It is recommended that 

you take a look at all of this training because you might get some ideas on other things that you 

can do in your business in addition to what you already plan on doing.  Here is a breakdown of 

how you could go about using this system for local clients: 

 Choose 5 potential clients. 

 Submit content via SkyRanker for each of them. You don't charge the client upfront. 

 Then show the client the results when you have the content ranked. 

 Control where the traffic goes from the content with a simple redirect script. 

 If the client stops paying you you can send the traffic somewhere else. 

 Charge $50-$500/month+ for the rankings. 

 This is covered in detail in the SkyRanker training. 

When you show clients that you can achieve these results, they will be thoroughly impressed 

because these are the results that they have been hoping to get themselves.  You can then 

pitch them on potential future results and ask for a large fee upfront.  So, you’re actually going 

up to them and asking “I’ve essentially already done this for you, do you want it?”   

The reason why you can do this for five different clients is because you can use a redirect script.  

You’ll learn more about all of this in the training, but all you really have to do is paste a URL into 

a piece of software, and it will give you a link which allows you to control where he traffic goes.  

You can do this with affiliate offers as well.  In other words, you can send traffic to Affiliate 
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Offer A and Affiliate Offer B very easily with this system.  You can even do both, and test out 

which pays the best.   

You’ll probably choose to have clients because you can “rent” these Page 1 listings out for $500 

- $700 per month to each of your clients.  Some people feel more comfortable charging only 

$50 a month starting out, but that’s really kind of ridiculous because you can make a lot more.  

So, you might charge a small amount initially, but it’s recommended that you move up to 

charging a lot more soon.  People will gladly pay it if they are getting the results that they want.  

You’ll receive more training on these methods when you receive access to the SkyRanker 

member’s area. 

 

Strategy #2 – Kindle Ebooks, Amazon Products, and Affiliate Programs 

 

 Choose a Kindle ebook (how-to niche titles work best) or an Amazon physical product of 

yours that you’d like to sell more of, or… 

 Choose affiliate programs that pay $100+ per sale (Skyranker training includes a list of 

high paying affiliate programs). 

 Target keywords with “buyer intent” (SkyRanker training includes a pdf and video 

showing my proven keyword selection method in detail). 

 Make profits immediately. 

 Do this repeatedly so that you keep profiting from traffic that comes years after you've 

done the work building up your passive income. 

SkyRanker is a fantastic way to generate traffic to any kind of Amazon product.  In fact, Jay was 

able to get Page 1 rankings to both a Kindle ebook and “ASM-style” Amazon physical product of 

theirs within 48 hours!  All they did was follow the training inside the members area, write a 

short informative article about the book or product, and blast it out using the distribution 

service.  It’s that simple.  Not only were they able to rank for multiple “buyer” keywords related 

to their Amazon book or product, and get the press release ranking, but they were actually able 

to get the Amazon product page itself ranking on Page 1 as well!  This is how you dominate the 

search engines, drive massive external traffic to any of your Amazon products, and increase 

your royalties and sales almost overnight! 
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If you want to earn commissions using SkyRanker by promoting affiliate or CPA offers, you want 

to pick a higher paying one because that way you’ll make a lot more money for the effort you 

put in.  If you join Jay’ program today, he is going to send you a list of high-paying offers as a 

bonus.  Of course, you could use this system to promote products of your own or websites that 

you already have in place as well. 

Again, you’ll be targeting keywords with buyer intent.  The trick to this is simply to put yourself 

in the shoes of the person typing in that keyword and thinking about what they might be doing.  

The third step is simply to publish and start raking in profits.  Finally, you just rinse and repeat.  

The first time you do this, if you follow the training effectively, you’ll get a return on investment 

on what you’ve done.  You’re going to make a profit, and the more you do this, the more that 

profit builds up. 

 

Strategy #3 – “Launch Jacking” Product Keywords 

 

 Check out a launch calendar like Muncheye or JVNotifyPro, or Marketplaces like 

Clickbank and JVZoo to find a product you'd like to promote. 

 Use SkyRanker to quickly rank for the product's name and buyer keywords like 'Product 

Name Review' or 'Product Name Bonus'. 

 Link to your product review website or a landing page and enjoy the commissions!  

 

Strategy #4 – “Seeding” Viral Traffic Campaigns 

 

 Place viral content on a minimalist landing page with nothing but the content and social 

share buttons. 

 Submit a SkyRanker release promoting the content, and let PressCable drive 200+ 

backlinks to the site and a bunch of initial 'seed' traffic. 

 Watch your rankings, traffic and social following increase — and if you happen to place 

an affiliate link on your landing page too — Enjoy Your Commissions! 
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All of these monetization methods are covered in detail in the SkyRanker members area, along 

with many more.   In the full Skyranker training you'll see a whole different range of ways you 

can make money creating and submitting press releases with the PressCable service. 

 

By now you've probably also thought of many different ways you can use the first page rankings 

and traffic you can get this way to generate profits for yourself.  Just remember that this 

method works because your content lands on authority news sites that people trust. 

If you’re ready to get started leveraging this amazing promotional platform yourself, please not 

that you must act right now…because as mentioned these special packages will not be available 

after this weekend.  Click here to lock in this “Jay Special” pricing: http://yesitsfor.me/jay1 
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How to Access Jay’s $875 SkyRanker Bonus Package 
 

Jay wants you to succeed with this SkyRanker system…and beyond.   That’s why they’ve put 

together the biggest and most valuable collection of traffic training that they’ve ever offered 

before…yours to use with their compliments with your investment in the SkyRanker system.  

It’s worth $875 and they call it the “Ultimate Web Traffic Package”.  It is a package that will also 

help you generate traffic and get eyeballs on your Kindle eBooks, on your physical products, on 

your squeeze pages, on your blog posts, on your Facebook fan pages, etc.  That is how money is 

made online. 

You need traffic, and that’s exactly what this bonus is covering.  It kind of picks up where Jay 

and Jay left off on the live training.  You are going to learn how to get traffic through YouTube, 

how to do it with Google Plus, and through several other methods.  They are calling this The 

Ultimate Web Traffic Package, and it starts off with 2 done-for-you book funnels.  If you’ve 

published anything to Amazon Kindle or Createspace, these funnels are going to help you build 

a huge email list of your book buyers (Jay’s added thousands of book buyers to his email 

subscriber list using these very same book funnels). 

 

First, you’re also going to receive a “Free Gift” funnel.  As you probably know, Jay loves to 

collect the email addresses of the people who buy his books.  However, he’s had to figure out 

how to collect them himself because Amazon will never give you that information.  Jay is going 

to show you exactly how he does this and how to add your own customers to your email list.   
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On top of this, you’ll receive a “Free Digital Copy” funnel.  This is another type of funnel that Jay 

uses.  He attaches this type of funnel to his print-on-demand books.  With this funnel, he gets 

people to opt-in so that they can receive an eBook copy of the book they have for free.  It’s yet 

another tactic that Jay uses to explode his business exponentially.  He gets his customers onto 

his list this way, he builds a relationship with them, and turns them into raving fans of his that 

are willing to buy just about anything from him.   

Next, you’ll be able to access a course video training course called “25 Instant Traffic 

Methods”: 
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That’s right, you’ll  be able to learn 25 Instant Traffic Methods through an incredible video 

series, and most of these traffic methods are free!  You’ll be able to learn some stuff that you 

have never heard of before.  These are traffic methods that you’re going to be able to leverage 

for years to come to drive targeted super-targeted free traffic to all of your valuable assets 

online. 

Another exclusive bonus that you’ll be receiving is the YouTube Traffic System, which is a very 

sneaky system that Jay has only talked about a couple of times in the past and only with a select 

few students.  He does something on YouTube, and although he is not the only person using 

this tactic, it’s certainly not a traffic system that is widely known.  He has a way of tapping into 

viral videos, and some of them have millions upon millions of views.  Then, he sends the visitors 

that come to watch that viral video directly to his squeeze page, to his Amazon products, etc.  

This training will allow you to do the exact same thing.  Jay calls this his YouTube Piggybacking 

System: 
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Jay also gets a lot of requests for training on how to successfully and profitably use Facebook 

ads.  This bonus includes a 21-video series called “2-Cent Facebook Ads” showing you exactly 

how to do this.  It takes the mystery out of the process so that you can get a return on your 

investment.  Jay estimates that 99% of their students do not know how to use Facebook ads 

successfully.  You’ll know exactly how to do that after you go through this video training. 

 

 

Finally, if you are selling Amazon physical products through FBA, you are going to be receiving 

the Amazon Sponsored Ads-Made-Easy program.  This is a brand new video training that Jay 

made for James Jones’ SOAR training, which costs $500.  So, if you didn’t have a chance to 

purchase that, don’t worry.  The training that Jay contributed to it is included as a bonus in this 

package.  It is not available anywhere else, at any price.   
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This training is going to show you how to turn pennies into dollars with Amazon Sponsored Ads.  

Jay has made thousands of dollars this way.  Jay says that this is the best and most powerful 

way that he knows of for promoting physical products on Amazon. 

Once again, the Ultimate Web Traffic Package bonus will be yours for free if you invest in Jay’ 

SkyRanker system right now.  Again, this will allow you not only to receive even more traffic 

than you are going to be able to generate with the SkyRanker system, it will allow you to better 

leverage and recycle the traffic that you are getting, which is extremely valuable.  This package 

is worth $875 by itself.  It is only available when you sign up for SkyRanker.  Get it now by 

visiting http://yesitsfor.me/jay1 
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Here’s What People Are Saying About SkyRanker 
 

Needless to say, people were thrilled on the information presented in this Live Workshop, and 

the incredible value that Jay made available with this system.  Between the money-making 

training, the powerful software, and the powerful distribution service, SkyRanker is one of the 

biggest values that Jay has had the opportunity to present to his subscribers.  Here are just a 

few comments posted by brand new SkyRanker members in the JJ Fast Facebook Group:   
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There’s a very good reason why this offer has received such rave reviews…Jay and Chris are the 

real deal, the results are long-lasting, it’s easy to learn and duplicable, and it’s works!   Now is 
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the time to jump in, because is simply will not be available at this “Jay Special” price after 

midnight Sunday, Pacific time.   

Don’t wait on this…click here to reserve your spot:  http://yesitsfor.me/jay1 
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Questions & Answers 
 

 

Can You Embed Videos And Pictures In Your Press Release...? 

Yes you can. If you wanted to get a video ranking high you could use this press release method 

to do it.  

 

Can You Direct Link Your Affiliate Offer From Your Press Release...? 

Yes you can. In the SkyRanker member's section there is full training on exactly how and where 

you should link to affiliate offers from your press release. 

 

Will these special discounted prices be available at a later date?  

No. You should buy as many press releases you want at the low discount price right now. You 

can buy as many press releases as you want right now and use them in the future. 

 

Can You Do More Than One Press Release For The Same Business Or Product? 

Yes. You can do multiple press releases for the same business or product each targeting 

different keywords or releasing different news. 

 

 

Last chance…SkyRanker closes tonight!  You must act not in order to secure your spot and 

access Jay’s exclusive $875 bonus package.  Click here now:  http://yesitsfor.me/jay1 
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